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waves cla classic compressors is a compressor plugin for pro tools which emulates the legendary ssl compression amps. the ssl in its original version was programmed using a model 3000 vca from nu keal. it's a great tool for makmg your sounds more interesting and less clinical. for ten years, waves has been
the world's leading software developer of impulse and audio processing plugins for a variety of audio applications, producing the industry's best compression, de-essers, eqs, fxs, and more. all of our plugins are designed to ensure flawless integration with all popular daws the ssl compressor plugin for pro tools

was programmed by one of the actual engineers who worked at ssl. the ssl in its original version was programmed using a model 3000 vca from nu keal. despite all of its success, it might be appropriate for a bit of experimentation. you can be sure that you have a multi-channel compressor which can be either a
three band switchable compressor or a fixed band compressor that is both on and off. the plugin is also very simple, so you'll have no problem getting it integrated into your workflow. all of the functionality of the original unit comes through in wave's model. tone empire, inc. a designer of vintage audio

equipment, based in the new england in the united states, originally created the model 5000 vca. once he created his model 5000, he was inspired to find a way to simulate his favorite compressors on a new software format. he found his way to aphex, a developer of sound processing programs since 1984, a
company he knew from his earlier days at nu keal as one of the best at making audio interfaces. and aphex had the answer.
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Compression has been an important part of the mastering process since the early lacquer-cutting days. Different compressors are to a producer like different colors to a painter. You can choose your compression according to what goals youve set for the project. Whether
emulations of classics or masterpieces in their own right, these modern options all do the job very well. Waves CLA Classic Compressors Bundle.rar. From uploading. Vst. Waves CLA Classic.cla. . Compressors.AU.VST.VST3.RTAS.TDM.MAC.OSX.Intel-
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